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Self-critical partisan
The Whole World Is Watching: Mass Media in the Making and Unmaking of the
New Left b y Todd Gitlin. Berkeley,
Cal.: University of California Press,
1980. 327 pages.
Gitlin’s book adds further weight to the now
nearly overwhelming case against the claims of
apologists of “objective journalism.” Defining a
news story as “a choice, a way of seeing an
event that also amounts to a way of screening
from sight,” he advances the dialogue of Epstein, Altheide, Tuchman, Hall, Cans, et a!.
Gitlin accomplishes this feat by combining theory and social history to force an unlikely union
between Gramsci’s conception of hegemony
and Goffman’s “frame analysis.”
Focusing upon the case of Students for a
Democratic Society, Gitlin explores the ways in
which journalistic framing conventions combined to sustain and advance elite interests so
effectively that repression through overt censorship was seldom invoked in coverage of New
Left activities by national news organizations.
These conventions include covering protest
within crime formats, strategic placement, trivialization, polarization, emphasis upon internal
dissension, marginalization, disparagement by
numbers and movement effectiveness, as well
as reliance on statements by government officials and other authorities, red-baiting, emphasis upon violence in demonstrations, and delegitimation by use of quotation marks.
Gitlin uses a qualitative approach based
upon literary-linguistic rather than content
analysis. I t allows him to capture the texture of

the movement, and to crack some of the subtle
nuances of the code of “pack journalism.” He is
particularly adept at teasing out the depreciatory connotations of seemingly neutral word
choices in reportage, e.g., portrayal of the setting of a White House demonstration as “in
warm spring sunshine” is viewed both as an accurate description and “also, implicitly, [as] a
commendation of the hospitality, the welcoming air, of Washington, D.C.” Gitlin contends,
“The phrase conveyed the sense that there was
nothing much to fear from the White House, as
if to say: ‘How could anybody get riled up in
the warm glow?” Terms such as “instigator,”
“master plan,” “suggestions,” and “rash of protests” are also dissected in detail. But unfortunately Gitlin undertakes these rhetorical deconstructions ex nihilo and thereby deprives
himself of the rich spade work that has been
done in the analysis of political language by
Kenneth Burke and Murray Edelman.
The reportage examined consists of all stories
on SDS in the New York Times and all surviving “takes” on the New Left available on film
in the archives of the CBS Evening News.
Movement sources are also consulted: newsletters, memos, and other ephemera, as well as
notes the author took as a student member of
SDS. This documentation is supplemented (and
checked) by interviews with participants and
reporters during and/or after the events.
Gitlin is no simplifier. He does not deal in
pat slogans like “co-optation.” Rather, he confronts the issue of media manipulation dialectically, acknowledging, for example, that the
leaders of SDS consciously and shrewdly used
the media as an organizational device. Moreover, he does not contend that the hegemonic
order of advanced capitalism is static or mechanical. To the contrary, he maintains that the
anti-war movement did have an impact which
produced real changes in the structure of the
power relations upon which the military-industrial establishment is founded, albeit not necessarily the changes envisioned by the left.
Gitlin is a partisan, but a self-critical partisan
who recognizes that friends as well as enemies
engage in ideological discourse, use propaganda, and gild intentions. This stance effec-
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tively purges the account of alienating abrasiveness. Further, it endows the argument
regarding capitalistic hegemony with an analytic sharpness and resonance that has not been
achieved in previous a t t e m p t s to a p p l y
Gramsci’s thesis-and
it does so without “domesticating” its cutting edge. In sum, Gitlin
has produced a first-rate social history, as well
as a definitive theoretical advance.
S U E CURRY JANSEN

State University of New York at Buffalo

Social mediators
Muss Media and Cultural Relutionships b y
A n t h o n y Piepe, S u n n y C r o u c h , and
Miles Emerson. Brookfield, Vt.: Renouf/USA, Inc., 1979. A Saxon House
Reprint. 168 pages. $23.00.
Mass Media and Cultural Relationships is a
reprint of a rather ambitious empirical study
undertaken in England in 1976, and first published in 1978. Piepe, Crouch, and Emerson organize a multifaceted approach to what is presented as essentially a unitary research
problem, The result, they claim, . . shows the
influence of class and housing on community
relationships and values; it illustrates the relationships between community structures and
processes and the uses of mass media, and it
tests the assumption that television may have
uniquely independent effects” (p. 7). As with so
much British work of this general format and
type, their study is refreshingly self-aware and
intellectually precise in conception, somewhat
Marxist in orientation, and quite comprehensive in execution.
The book opens with a full and detailed theoretical exploration which establishes the
focus, style, and methodological commitments
of the investigation. While that discussion is
too elaborate to adequately summarize here, it
offers a review of recent British history and social changes fused with an analysis of the various approaches to the study of communication
and culture. This serves to anchor the authors
‘I.
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firmly in the traditional concerns of communications scholarship. The position it leads them
to, however, is one that attempts to move
beyond the confines of gatekeeping studies,
uses and gratifications analysis, and the like. I t
argues instead for a broader view of media effects as often mediated by certain “social subcultural’’ variables, and emphasizes the importance of subjective meaning structures. The
theoretical opening thus supports a study of the
relations between class, housing, and media
message-use which employs both qualitative
and quantitative methods.
The next section of the book is given over to
a report of the qualitative phase of the investigation. This consisted of discussion groups addressing their perceptions of their housing,
neighborhoods, class, media use, and news. The
agenda for these discussions, the authors tell us,
was developed through a series of in-depth interviews, although further details are not provided. The discussions themselves were held in
seven different housing communities. The reports of these meetings organize them into four
orientational ideal types, ranging from working-class tenant groups living in council housing and using television heavily for entertainment, to middle-class home owners living in
middle-class areas and using all media more selectively and for more cognitive purposes. Each
chapter presents a brief but useful summary of
each area and highlights the key substantive
points raised in discussion, followed by an edited transcript elucidating the authors’ overview.
This is followed by a third and final section
reporting the results of a survey which essentially confirms and sharpens the qualitative
findings. Data from 842 interviews subjected to
correlational analyses are presented in tabular
form and accompanied by a lucid narrative.
Again, though, readers would benefit from
more background on sampling procedures and
the like. But this aside, the quantitative material deserves attention beyond the finding that
class and housing are significant variables independently relating social groups to dominant
values and media use. First, some ingenious indices are employed to demonstrate the fact

